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'tomorrow'. We can compare this with the English translations where the
verb have changes for tense to give the forms, have, had and will have.
However it is marked, the location in time identified by tense belongs not
to a single word but to the whole sentence. Take for example the English
sentence 5.2 below:
5.2

lntroduction

In chapter 3 we discussed aspects of word meaning. In this chapter we
investigate some aspects of meaning that belong to the level of the sentence.
One aspect is the marking of time, known as tense. How this is marked
varies from language to language: it might be marked on a verb in languages
like English or by special time words as in Chinese, as shown in 5.la-c
below:

'

5.1

a. T%xiinzii y6u ke
he now
have classes
'He now has classes.'
b. Ti zu6tian y6u ke
he yesterday have classes
'He had classes yesterday.'
c. Ti mingtian y6u ke
he tomorrow have classes
'He will have classes tomorrow.'
(Tiee 1986: 90)

Here the verb you 'hashave' does not change form: the time reference is
given by the time words, xianzai 'now', zudtian 'yesterday' and mingtian

Hannibal and his armies brought elephants across the Alps.

Though it is the verb bring which carries the morphological marker of tense,
it seems sensible to say that the whole event described belongs in the past.
In this chapter we will look at a number of semantic categories which, like
tense, belong at the sentence level and which can be seen as ways that
languages allow speakers to construct different views of situations. We begin
by looking in section 5.2 at how languages allow speakers to classify situations by using semantic distinctions of situation type, tense and aspect.
Then in section 5.3 we look at how systems of m o o d and evidentiality
allow speakers to adopt differing attitudes towards the factuality of their
sentences. Each of these are sentence-level semantic systems which enable
speakers to organize descriptions of situations.

5.2
5.1
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5.2.1

Classifying Situations
lntroduction

We can identify three important dimensions to the task of classifying a
situation in order to talk about it. These dimensions are situation type,
tense and aspect. Situation type, as we shall see in section 5.2.2, is a label
for the typology of situations encoded in the semantics of a language. For
example, languages commonly allow speakers to describe a situation as
static or unchanging for its duration. Such states are described in the
following examples:
5.3

Robert loves pizza.

5.4

Mary knows the way to San Jose.

In describing states the speaker gives no information about the internal
structure of rhe state: it just holds for a certain time, unspecified in the
above examples. We can contrast this with viewing a situation as involving
change, e.g.
5.5

Robert grew very quickly.

5.6

Mary is driving to San JosC.
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5.46

Semelfactives are instantaneous atelic events, e.g. [knock], [cough].
Achievements are instantaneous changes of states, with an outcome of
a new state, e.g. [reach the top], [win a race]. (Smith 1991: 28)

She identifies three semantic categories or features: [stative], [telic] and
[duration], with roughly the characteristics we have already described, and
uses these to classlfy five situation types, as follows (1 991 : 30):
5.47

Situations

Static

Durative

Telic

States
Activity
Accomplishment
Semelfactive
Achievement

[+l
[-l
[-l
[-l
[-l

[+l

n.a.
[-l
[+l
[-l
[+l

[+l
[+l

[-I
[-l

We can provide examples of each situation type, as follows:
5.48

She hated ice cream.

(State)

5.49

Your cat watched those birds.

(Activity)

5.50

Her boss learned Japanese.

(Accomplishment)

5.51

The gate banged.

(Semelfactive)

5.52

The cease-fire began at noon yesterday.

(Achievement)

It is important to remember that these situation types are interpretations of
real situations. Some real situations may be conventionally associated with
a situation type; for example, it seems unlikely that the event described in
5.53 below would be viewed other than as an accomplishment:
5.53

Sean knitted this sweater.

Other situations are more open, though: 5.54 and 5.55 below might be used
of the same real-world situation, but give two different interpretations of it:
5.54 as an activity and 5.55 as a state:
5.54

Sean was sleeping.

5.55

Sean was asleep.

5.2.4 Tense and aspect
Tense and aspect systems both allow speakers to relate situations to time,
but they offer different slants on time. Tense allows a speaker to locate a
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We can look at one further type of justification for thematic roles which
comes from another area of grammar: the claim that in some languages they
play a role in the morphology of verbal agreement. Mithun (1991: 514)
gives examples of the pronominal verbal prefixes in Lakhota (Siouan; USA,
Canada). In the transitive verbs in 6.86a below we see a prefix wa which
marks an AGENT argument b d in 6.86b a prefix mu, which marks a PATIENT:
6.86

a.

awh?u
waktkkte
b. &?U
maktekte

'I brought it.'
'I'll kill him.'
'He brought me.'
'He'll kill me.'

We can see that these prefixes do not mark subject or object agreement because
a subject, for example, can take either prefix depending on whether it is an
AGENT (as in 6.87a below) or PATIENT (as in 6.87b) (Mithun 1991: 514):
6.87

a.

AGENT subjects
wapsiea
'I jumped'
wahi
'I came'
b. PATIENT subjects
makhliie
'I'm sick'
maxwa
'I'm sleepy'

In other words, what would be a subject pronoun in English corresponds
to either an AGENT or PATIENT pronoun affix in Lakhota. Thus Lakhota
morphological marking is sensitive to theta-roles rather than grammatical
relations. Mithun gives similar examples from Guarani (Tupi; Paraguay,
Bolivia), and the Pomoan languages of California. The implication for our
discussion is clear: if we need theta-roles to explain morphological patterns,
this is strong evidence that they are significant semantic categories.
We have seen then in this section a number of different motivations for
identifying thematic roles: to explain linking rules in verbal argument structure, to reflect semantic classes of verbs, to predict a verb's participation in
argument structure alternations, and finally to describe morphological rules
adequately. For many linguists this utility motivates their continuing use,
despite the definitional problems discussed in the last section. In the next
section we look at the category of voice, which, as we shall see, adds new
dimensions to the relationship between theta-roles and grammatical relations.

6.7 Voice
6.7.1 Passive voice
The grammatical category of voice affords speakers some flexibility in viewing thematic roles. Many languages allow an opposition between active voice

